Workday and IBM Expand Partnership to Help Customers Plan Return to the Workplace

Integrated Planning Solution Combines Power of Workday and IBM Watson-Enabled AI to Help Customers Safely Reopen

PLEASANTON, Calif. and ARMONK, N.Y., Aug. 12, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Workday (NASDAQ: WDAY) and IBM (NYSE: IBM) today announced an expanded partnership and the availability of a joint solution to help business and community leaders plan, schedule, and monitor a safe return to the workplace for employees.

As organizations begin to address how to prioritize safety in bringing employees back to the workplace, they must consider a myriad of factors, including health, local guidelines, governmental policies, employee sentiment, facility readiness, and personal protective equipment (PPE). Every organization has a unique strategy that must be mapped to their specific facilities and workforce requirements. Together, IBM and Workday are delivering a solution to support and accelerate their customers' return to the workplace by combining planning capabilities with critical employee, community health, and workplace data.

The integrated solution combines:

- **Workday Adaptive Planning** at the core, which is used by more than 5,200 companies today for planning, forecasting, and modeling, as well as **Workday Human Capital Management (HCM)**, which provides critical employee sentiment data that offers insight into worker readiness to return to the workplace.
- **IBM Watson Works**, a set of products that embeds Watson artificial intelligence (AI) models and applications to help companies as they navigate many aspects of the return to workplace challenge, including deciding when to return to the workplace, connecting employer data to entry privileges, and managing facilities and adhering to new protocols.

Today's announcement builds on return to work offerings from Workday and IBM, as global customers turn to innovative solutions to better manage their people and finances in today's changing world. Workday and IBM Services will work together with customers on planning, program, and implementation tasks.

**Balancing Workforce and Workplace Supply and Demand**

The integrated Workday and IBM solution is designed to deliver comprehensive return to workplace planning that balances workspace demand, by location and site, against the supply of reduced facility capacity. Key to the solution is the inclusion of dynamically changing data from multiple sources that address the complexities involved in continuous planning, a requirement for workforce and workplace planning today. Specifically, the solution can help customers:

- **Model site capacity and evaluate employee roles and eligibility for return to the workplace.** Model scenarios to plan the demand for workspace against supply, given reduced site capacity based on health and safety guidelines, and model prioritization of the return of workers based on job roles and eligibility.
- **Assess community risk and workplace readiness.** Identify COVID-19 trends for each business location and where workers live to enable site leaders, HR leaders, and workforce and workplace planners to use data-driven insights to help make decisions and plans around facility re-openings.
- **Plan for critical supplies.** Track critical supplies by location to help ensure there is enough PPE—such as masks, gloves, and sanitizer—available for workers at each location and to maintain inventory.
- **Evaluate workforce sentiment to inform return to work demand.** Model return-to-workplace
scenarios using data on workers' preferences, sentiments, and concerns, gleaned from survey data and their preferences for work location such as on site, work from home, or hybrid.

- **Continuously provide site readiness and worker health and safety data to customers to inform return to workplace plans.** Leverage community risk score trends in real time to help leaders make timely decisions to sequence the return to the workplace. As an extended capability, customers can also assess workers' self-reported health status and ongoing eligibility.

"Today's CHROs are now challenged with managing the complexities of integrating real-time site and worker data in a way they've never needed to before, moving workforce planning from strategic to mission critical nearly overnight," said Kshitij Dayal, general manager, Planning Products, Workday. "Combining the power of Workday—including Workday Adaptive Planning to create comprehensive plans and models—with IBM Watson Works can help accelerate customers' return to workplace planning with a sustainable solution to balance workforce and workplace supply and demand in the ever-changing world."

"Keeping employees safe during the return to workplace process is of critical importance to business leaders across industries," said Kareem Yusuf, Ph.D, general manager, AI Applications, IBM Cloud and Cognitive Software. "By partnering with Workday on a joint solution, we're extending the capabilities delivered by Watson Works to help customers gain greater agility to respond to ever-changing working conditions and evolving business needs. Together we are helping organizations overcome the complexities involved in continuous planning to ultimately improve workplace readiness."

For more information about the integrated solution, please visit the Workday [marketplace](#).

**About Workday**

Workday is a leading provider of enterprise cloud applications for [finance](#) and [human resources](#). Founded in 2005, Workday delivers financial management, human capital management, planning, and analytics applications designed for the world's largest companies, educational institutions, and government agencies. Organizations ranging from medium-sized businesses to Fortune 50 enterprises have selected Workday.

**About IBM**

For more information about IBM visit, [www.ibm.com](#). Statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice and represent goals and objectives only.

**Workday Forward-Looking Statements**

This press release contains forward-looking statements including, among other things, statements regarding the expected performance and benefits of Workday's offerings. The words "believe," "may," "will," "estimate," "continue," "anticipate," "intend," "expect," "seek," "plan," "project," and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If the risks materialize or assumptions prove incorrect, actual results could differ materially from the results implied by these forward-looking statements. Risks include, but are not limited to, risks described in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), including our Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended April 30, 2020, and our future reports that we may file with the SEC from time to time, which could cause actual results to vary from expectations. Workday assumes no obligation to, and does not currently intend to, update any such forward-looking statements after the date of this release.

Any unreleased services, features, or functions referenced in this document, our website, or other press releases or public statements that are not currently available are subject to change at Workday's discretion and may not be delivered as planned or at all. Customers who purchase Workday, Inc. services should make their purchase decisions based upon services, features, and functions that are currently available.
© 2020 Workday, Inc. All rights reserved. Workday and the Workday logo are registered trademarks of Workday, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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